
         William Warren Munroe 
         763 Beach Road 
         Qualicum Beach, BC 
         V9K 1S2 
         April 24, 2012 

Honourable Margaret MacDiarmid, Minister 
Ministry of Labour, Citizens' Services and Open Government 
PO BOX 9594 STN PROV GOVT 
VICTORIA BC V8W 9K4  

Regarding: Conditions Resulting in Leaky Condos Continue to be Perpetuated by Ministry of 
Labour and Citizens' Services. 

Dear Minister, 

As mentioned in the letter sent to you via email April 3, 2012, dated March 30, 2012, 

“Following proper procedures as set out by the Labour Code would have resulted in the 

“disclosure” of the problems within the Ministry’s Official Statistical Agency, BC Stats 

that arise from the use of non-statistical, and substandard methods by BC Stats. (See 

Endnote 1) 

Please be aware, prior to returning to university and earning a graduate degree specializing in 
population and statistical methods (2), I earned two red seal certifications. As a tradesman, I also 
worked on “leaky condos” on False Creek in Vancouver where I raised concerns about the use of 
substandard techniques, resulting in water accumulation. After 3 weeks of work, myself and 
several others, who also expressed concern, were “laid off”. (3) 

Please recall, the Population Analyst employed by BC Stats of the Ministry of Labour and 
Citizens' Services, who raised concerns about the use of substandard techniques resulting in 
substandard numbers (referred to when considering opening and closing of public and private 
facilities, including schools), was dismissed for insubordination shortly after submitting a 
grievance to the Deputy Minister describing the dysfunction in BC Stats.  

The Ministry’s emphasis on looks rather than ground truthing is similar to the emphasis on 
“business finesse and marketing techniques, [rather] than on down-to-earth building basics” 
leading to the Leaky Condo tragedy. (4) 

Allowing the hearing into the real methods used by BC Stats would be a proper, legal, 
reasonable, justifiable step toward the goal of the public service,  

"to share a desire to improve the quality of the Public Service of British Columbia" 

Please remove the block to arbitration, imposed by the Ministry of Labour and Citizens' 
Services, and allow a fair hearing into the real matters in dispute, namely the real methods used 
by BC Stats, to proceed.  

Yours truly, 

 
William Warren Munroe 

cc, British Columbia’s Members of the Legislative Assembly, BC Stats, and other interested 
parties 

 

 



Endnotes  

1.  Examples include adopting telephone landline data as an indicator of population change while 
cell phone use was growing rapidly, and removing various municipalities selected by BC Stats’ 
Executive Director from the Generalized Estimation System (GES) model, over a 2 ½ month 
period, in an effort to reduce error, etc. Visit: 
www.wminfomatics.com/WPArticles/120330/MinL&CS13d.pdf 

2.  I earned my Master of Arts degree at Carleton University where I was fortunate to be able to 
design a series of courses on population with several adjunct professors from Statistics Canada.  
Statistics Canada offered to fund my research into testing alternative indicators of social and 
economic integration. Visit: www.wminfomatics.com/SPHERES/Spheres.html 

My Masters level statistics course final paper “A Model for the Prediction/Interpretation of 
Infant Mortality Rates” (1999) continues to be read by Health Researcher Organizations 
including Aetna (Connecticut). Visit: www.wminfomatics.com/WP/Petition/53.512projectw.pdf 

3. Bricklaying, Ministry of Labour 1982; Electrician, Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Recreation 
and Culture: Electrical Safety Branch, 1991. 

As a tradesman, occasionally I stopped work on a project until an issue of quality was addressed. 
On one occasion, I was building a large fireplace in a restaurant in Gastown. As I built the 
chimney, I found that one of the floor joists was too close. I told the general contractor who was 
none to pleased. He wanted me to lean the chimney to one side to bypass the joist.  I explained 
that that the proposal would not work. He understood and I packed up and left. Two days later, 
the joist was fixed and the chimney was able to go thru without causing a fire hazard.  

Regarding “Leaky Condos” my concerns about quality of work resulted in me being “laid off”. 
The General Contractor was not interested in the concerns.  

As the Population Analyst, now with a graduate degree, working for the Ministry of Labour and 
Citizens’ Services, I stopped work on a project because there was a large difference between the 
numbers generated by the model and the numbers I was given to work with.  

Instead of addressing the difference, the Ministry accused me of not being able to control my 
behavior thus making two female co-workers feel unsafe.  After submitting a grievance as 
required by the Ministry, I was dismissed shortly thereafter, before a ruling was made. My 
efforts to have “just cause” removed has resulted in me being put through a ridiculous, absurd, 
incongruous process in an effort by the Ministry to not allow arbitration.   

4.  Estimates of the cost of the made in BC disaster are as high as $4,000,000,000. From THE 
RENEWAL OF TRUST IN RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION: Commission of Inquiry into the 
Quality of Condominium Construction in British Columbia, Submitted to the Lieutenant-
Governor in Council, Government of British Columbia, by Dave Barrett, Commissioner, June 
1998,  “Residential construction, during the past fifteen years, has become an industry dependent 
more upon business finesse and marketing techniques, than on down-to-earth building basics.” 
http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/condo/execsumm.htm 

Efforts to improve the Public Service, including adopting proper statistical techniques such as 
ground truthing and removing ecological fallacies, thereby reducing the chance of more disasters 
like the Leaky Condos tragedy, should not be blocked by the Ministry any longer. 

 


